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Abstract

Wind power industry is developing rapidly, more and
more wind farms are being connected into power
systems. In this paper, a calculation model of
continuation power flow in power system containing
large-scale wind farms is established by using the
detailed JT -type equivalent circuit of asynchronous
wind turbine. Based on the proposed method, total
transfer capability (TTC) is investigated under the
static voltage stability constraint. The analysis results
show that both the compensation capacity of wind
turbine terminals and wind speed have a great
influence on TTC.
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1. Introduction

As a kind of clean, abundant and renewable energy
source, wind energy has been an important part of
electrical generation in many countries. By the end of
2005, the installed capacity of wind turbines(WT) all
through the world has been 59322 MW, which is 25
percent more than the one of last year. With the
increscent scale and amount of wind farms, it is
necessary to investigate the influence of WT on
transfer capability ofpower system.

TTC is defined as the amount of electric power that
can be transferred over the interconnected transmission
network whilst all the reliability requirements are
satisfied[1]. When wind farms are connected with
system, it is necessary to establish static model of wind
turbine to analyze TTC under voltage stability
constraint.

[2] adopts a PQ model to represent WT in power
flow calculation. [3] first presents RX model and
applies the impedance containing slip ratios to be the

equivalent of WT. [4] discusses the former method
in[3] and presents the idea of unifying the slip ratios in
power flow iteration.

Based on [3]-[4], this paper establishes a
calculation model of continuation power flow(CPF),
which contains slip ratios, by using the detailed 21 -type
equivalent circuit of induction generator(IG). based on
the proposed method, this paper analyzes TTC of
power system containing large-scale wind farms and
investigates the influence of WT terminals'
compensation capacity and wind speed on TTC.

2. Model and Calculation Method

2.1. Model of Induction Generator

Induction generators are generally applied in wind
farms. The equivalent circuit and the relation of power
transmission are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of IG and relation
of power transmission
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of IG after
simplifying dextral circuit of bb' in figure 1

After simplifying dextral circuit of bb' in Figure 1,
we get Figure 2, where, Re(s) + JXe (s) represents
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equivalent impedance. Then power injecting into
system can be obtained as:

P (V,S) = (R +Re)V (1)e(Rs + Re)2 + (Xs + Xe)2

(Rs +R,) +(Xs +Xe)

Where V is terminal voltage of wind turbine.
After using Thevenin's Theorem to simplify left

circuit of aa' in Figure 1, we get Figure 3:
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Figure 3. Equivalent circuit of IG after
simplifying left circuit of aa' in figure 1

Where R1 + jX1 represents the equivalent impedance
and VI represents the equivalent voltage. Therefore, the
electric power on the rotor of generator can be
calculated from the following equation:

2

VR(1 -s)ls (3)
(R +RrI s) ±+(X1+±Xr)

2.2. Model of CPF Calculation including WT

When WT are connected with power system and the
slip ratios are introduced as new state variables, a
group of balance equations should be added to original
power flow equations. P and P , which should be
equal according to the power conservation principle,
change along with wind speed. By adjusting the slip
ratio, these two powers will be equal. Therefore,
Pm equals Pr .is brought in as the new balance equation.

Let Nw represent the set of nodes connected with
WT, and (0 , V , s, ) is the state variable of node
i (i E N) Then the power flow equations,
corresponding to the node i, can be represented as:

=P- -VZV.(G cos±..+B sin) = 01~~~Y1lI J y IJ v

f2= Qei -VY V.(G.. sins. - B.. costij) = 0 (4)
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To the system with WT, the simplified
representation of the power flow equations containing
load parameter A is:

f(X, 2) =0 (5)
Where X E R' represents the state variables vector
containing bus voltage magnitudes V , bus voltage
angles 9 and slip ratios s of induction generators.
(I)Predictor
A, Calculating tangent vector

The tangent vector (dV, dO, ds, dA) is derived in
the following equation:

Jf, V Jf, Jf,s f2 dO 0

J20 VJ2JV 2JS 2 VW1dV = (6)

JA0 V VJ 3Sf2A 0
T dA +1/V

Where row vectore= [00-O0..0 10.O]T ERNB NV 1 of
which all the elements are zero, except that the
(NB+p) th element is 1. p indicates the location of
continuation parameter, which can be 1, 2 ... Nv +1.
B, Choosing continuation parameter

To choose p to fulfill the following equation:
N,

|dV = maxt{dVj } (7)

C, Predicting the next solution
The update of state variables can be updated by the

following equations, and step size o- is chosen as
0.005-0.02.

{9(k+l) =9k + 7- dO

V(k = Vk+oc.dV

s(k+l) = sk + c dssIs

(8)

(2) Corrector
Add an arc length formula as corrected equation:

n n
AS = j 0)2 + 020)2 _X(O)_O()2 +(2(1) ,2O))2]O (9)

The process can be achieved as follows [5]:

(Olet k =0

(judge the convergence condition:

||| (kX ,2)|| < s1 (10)
L A2(k)
L AS <2

Where e1 and C2 are convergence threshold. If (10) is

satisfied, exit; otherwise, continue.

(®)calculate (AX(k), AA(k) ) by the following equation:
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From Figure 5 and Table 1, it can be concluded that,
the increment of compensation capacity has improved
WT terminals voltage and increased TTC of system.

(l1) But it is improper to use too large magnitude of
compensation capacity, considering the restriction of
asynchronous machines' auto-excitation phenomena
and voltage instability caused by using abundant
capacitors in status of heavy load and low voltage.
Generally speaking, it is proper to compensate the
power factor ofWT to 0.98.

) k e- k +1, back to step().

3. TTC Analysis in Power System
containing wind farms

The IEEE 118-bus system has been used to analyze
TTC. As shown in Figure 4, the system is divided into
area A of receiving power and area B of supplying
power by a dashed line. Through the transformer and
11OKV line, the wind farm containing 20 WT, whose
rated power is 600KW, is connected with either Bus
117 in area B, or Bus 118 in area A. The input-output
shunt capacitor bank has been installed on the WT
terminal. The unit of capacitor bank is expressed by
reactive power supplied by capacitor when terminal
voltage is 1.Opu(mvar/p.u.v).

(1)The influence of WT terminals' compensation
capacity on TTC

Since induction generators cannot produce reactive
power and have to absorb reactive power from system
to build up excitation, WT terminals' compensation
capacity has influence on the output characteristic of
WT and TTC. CPF program is run while connecting
wind farm with Bus 117 and assuming wind speed to
be lOm/s. Under different compensation capacity, the
voltage curves of WT varying with load are shown in
Figure 5 and TTC is shown in Table 1.

Figure 4. Figure of IEEE 118 system

Figure 5. Voltage curve of WT varying with
load under different compensation capacity

Table 1. TTC under different compensation
capacity

Compensation Capacity / (mvar/p.u.v) TTC / MW
0 885.7363
3 886.3718
6 887.0120
9 887.6440

(2)The influence of wind speed on TTC
Wind speed, which is uncontrollable, affects output

power of WT directly. Therefore, it is necessary to
analyze the influence brought by wind speed on TTC.
Wind farm is connected with both Bus 118 and Bus
117, and TTC is calculated under different wind speed.
The result is shown in Table.2.

Table 2. Mechanical power of WT and TTC
under different wind speed

Wind Mechanical Compensation TTC / MW
Speed Power of Capacity Connecting Connecting
/ (mls) WT / MW / (mvar/p.u.v) Bus 118 Bus 117

0-3, 20 0 0 855.1636 855.1636
4 0.1423 2 879.7636 879.5517
7 2.4053 4 879.9550 882.2962
10 6.8415 6 880.1951 887.0120

13.5 20 12.1840 7.5 880.3462 891.9888

When wind speed is either less than 3m/s (cut-in
wind speed) or more than 20m/s (cut-out wind speed),
WT will stop working and be cut off system. When
wind speed arrives at 13.5m/s (rated wind speed), WT



will work stably and mechanical output will stand.
From Table.2 it can be concluded that, no matter with
which side been connected, WT will markedly increase
TTC by at least 20MW even under low wind speed.
Since wind speed has a great influence on TTC, it is
necessary to take the variety of future wind speed into
consideration in calculating TTC. Specially, when WT
is cut out for either too low or too high wind speed,
TTC will decrease remarkably.

Although mechanical power of WT only relates to
wind speed, active power generated by WT varies with
the increment of system load. When wind farm is
connected with Bus 118, Figure 6 and Figure 7
represent active power output and terminal voltage
curves of WT varying with load under different wind
speed.

Figure 6. Active power output curve of WT
varying with load under different wind speed

Figure 7. Voltage curve of WT terminals
varying with load under different wind speed

From Figure 6 and Figure 7 it can be concluded that,
under the same wind speed, WT terminals voltage
continue decreasing with the increment of load, while
active power output may either increase or decrease.
Amply speaking, with the increment of load, the active
power output of WT increases slowly under low wind

speed, while decreases slowly under high wind speed.
From formula (2), this phenomenon can be explained
by the reason that active power output relates to not
only WT terminals voltage, but also WT inner
equivalent impedance. Since the equivalent impedance
has consanguineous relationship with slip ratio, and
slip ratio change differently under low wind speed and
high wind speed, so it results in different active power
output curves.

4. Conclusions

This paper establishes a calculation model of
continuation power flow in power system connected
with wind turbines. In this model, asynchronous wind
turbines' slip ratios are introduced as new state
variables. Through this method, TTC of power system
containing large-scale wind farms is investigated. The
analysis results show that the increment of WT
terminals' compensation capacity can improve WT
terminals voltage in order to increase TTC. Moreover,
the wind speed has a notable influence on TTC.
Specially, when WT is cut off system for either too
low or too high wind speed, TTC will decrease sharply.
When WT work normally, TTC will increase with the
accretion of wind speed. Therefore, to the operation
personnel, it is beneficial to take the reasonable
distribution of WT terminals' compensation capacity
and the forecast of wind speed into consideration to
accurately calculate TTC in the future.
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